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- Scientific institutions of Lebanon in difficulty because of the lack of funds 
and  of the heavy damage the civil activity in is 

also to (including that the 
of visual inspection the following diseases have  been detected in blind 

pockets, concave  gum, A, cachexia, has  not  been 
but a specific been out.  Now a in with 

and the of has  been set up the establishment of a 
and stone 

words: Lebanon 

- Les scientijìques libanaises se trouvent confrontées à de grandes 
difficultés vu la pénurie de fonds et les graves dégâts provoqués par la guerre civile. Toutefois, 
l'activité de recherche est aujourd'hui en plein essor aussi grâce à l'appui étranger (y compris le 
soutien assuré par et l'Université de Bari). effectuant des inspections visuelles, il a été 
possible de détecter les maladies suivantes: blind pocket, concavité gommeuse, impietratura, 
psorose A, cachexie, stubborn. La tristeza n'a pas été rapportée, mais des prospections ciblées 
nbnt jamais été réalisées. A l'heure actuelle, un programme en collaboration avec et 
l'Université de Bari  a  été lancé pour la mise au point d'un programme de Certification des 
agrumes, de la vigne et des essences à noyau. 

agrumes, virus,virus-similaires, certljìcation, projet, Liban 

Citrus industry 

a.  Lebanese climate 

Lebanon,  located to the side of the is 

of due to the of two mountain  chains, the 

Lebanon  and the Anti Lebanon, less to each and to the 

the two chains lies the plain, the most 

in the The Anti Lebanon chain is to  the side of the and is 

the The Lebanon chain to the coast leaving strip of 
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plains  along the length of the the in the to the 

the in Lebanon. The the 

of up  to 3050 of the the 

sea, 

high coastal zone, and 

to  a extent banana, loquats, 

- in Lebanon 

b. and its 

is in Lebanon  and is all along the coastal zone. The 

of the located in the South of the of the city of Saida with 

of in the The total 

5,000 to 12,000 ha between 1950 and 1970, with an yield of 30 Tha. 

9,000 ha in 1993. spite of this decline, is still one 
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of the in Lebanon. The the in the 

is mostly the 

this is specially  due to the deflation of the Lebanese the 

of civil and  to the in the the of the 

the Lebanese in 

this the of specially  to the 

of income to the Lebanese  economy. The once 

150,000 tenth among the of the be 

only 66,863 tons in 1992. The absence of of the quality 

the the of the 

the developments  achieved in 

of in the in the absence of any  such 

developments in the of civil the its 

have no; yet 

this is mostly  due  to the neglect of to 

the of the civil conflict. This the lack of the 

absence of disease and pest management specially  with the deficiency 

in the The situation  was the in the 

South of Lebanon, the of the due to the still lasting 

state of 

this is mostly due to the absence of 

The establishment of such facilities high investments  which 

feasible economical in Lebanon the of civil conflict  due  to 

the  absence of a local and of the 

the absence of the basic 

continuous  supply of 

Citrus  varieties 

the sixties in 

distance of 3-6 The 

the local ones  such  as the and Shamouti (Yafawi), the 

being the (65% of all in Lebanon). was  only in the 

sixties  and  seventies that the the 

exception of Shamouti. These such as  Washington  Navel  and  Valencia,  -and the 

the Washington Sanguine 
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also in the 

Shamouti (sweet). The lemon the CV. Saasli followed by cvs. 

the the late sixties and because of to the mal secco 

disease, and lemons in Lebanon 

that Wilking 

White pummelo, 

and  sweet  lime. 

Nowadays, such  as lime and almost extinct. The 

most  common the Washington Navel followed by Valencia and Shamouti, with 

the in the The lemon has 

declined mostly due to  mal secco, but CV. Saasli is still holding in spite of its susceptibility 

to the disease because of its and its inclination to the of 

the 

has but only  slightly  and  new  pigmented potentials have been 

newly slightly to the 

in the eighties. 

The most  common used in Lebanon  has  always  been  and still is the (>95%). 
used the the The commonly  used 

Sweet lime has become almost extinct mostly due to its susceptibility to the gummosis 

disease. 

Citrus  nurseries 

times, the Lebanese was  able  to clean 

to the local which  was  then  sold to the The 

With, the lost confidence in the 

due to the cessation of the institute to clean buds and the in the 

of the own seedlings, in spite of 

the especially in the South of the of 

on the hand, have plants of old  and  new 

known in and the USA. costs, still limit the extent of such 

The Lebanese specially the small one, is of developments 

of the local and changes in and the new 

developments in 

Lebanon, still no the business in any fashion. Any 

technician businessman can have his and sell without &y 
quality of 
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Sanitary  status of citrus  orchards 

The in Lebanon is not No 

the seventies  but unofficial indicate the of 

expected  to be 

the symptoms often in a of hnd due to the complete  absence of 

checks of the and 

Two on diseases of in Lebanon  by  Saad 

and  Nienhaus  (1969)  and (1970). The of the 

also an on diseases of 

in the the time  Lebanon having well  equipped  diagnostic 

identification, the civil and  most of the 

The fungal to affèct the in Lebanon the mal 

secco (Deuterophoma  tracheiphila) which is on lemons  and  to  a 

extent on the disease and which is 

not so causes due to Botryodiplodia 

theobromae, which is on both lemons 

include leaf  spots spots 

and  twig die back (Colletotrichum  sp.). Of the 

diseases attacking the was, in Lebanon 

on lemon  and  sweet lime as  being of 

The in Lebanon mostly  identified  by 

symptomatology  and include blind  pocket,  concave  gum, 

be until the eighties, 

which the of the of 

technique, samples in the South of Lebanon. No of 

the situation  of vinis of in Lebanon  could be 

is conducted  and the diagnostic Such is 

being  planned 1995/1996  by the pathology of the the 

of 

Certification  programs  for  the  'sanitary  improvement of citrus 

The the institutions, the as  well  as the 

of the of the of 

in Lebanon,  not  only the but all 

plant in Lebanon. This 
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if it had  not  been the 17 of civil conflict in the Even now the 

of the is set on the quick of the economic situation of the 

the of in basic to people, 

and in the of the of the public Still is a 

of the of and the public and of the 

and the need a in Lebanon the of the 

The was hence positive and when the idea the establishment of a 

initiated in 1994 of the Faculty of 

Sciences of the Lebanese the and 

the of The is the attempt in Lebanon to locally 

and utilize that is to type. The 

which  will with the development of local will be 

expanded to once the system is 

The involves stages  including: 

- the of the status of the in Lebanon; 

- the establishment of the legislation the to be adopted  by the 

Lebanese This sets the the institutions involved in the the 

methodology  and type of on the at the the 

blocks and the public 

- the establishment of the needed  to  implement this 
glasshouses, fields, etc.); 

- the of the scientific and technical human in Lebanon to be able to fulfil 

jobs within this 

- So the has  been  developed as follows: 

- on the and stone in Lebanon 

1994/1995  by  students at the in 

scientists the of and the FAS/LU. The will be finalized by the end of 

1995. 

- the plant the FAS/LU is being equipped to 

diagnostic it will be the 

- the legislation to be the Lebanese has been developed by the 

of scientists the the of and the FAS/LU. in 

the of being legally by the of in Lebanon. The legislation 

is expected to be adopted  by the Lebanese the end of 1995. 
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.~ 

- funds have  been allocated by the Lebanese a 

a Tel in the 

- a field has  been identified - Tel Station to be used  as a 

the of plant 

- of the have in 

level level) at the of the 

will be given the join the Lebanese institutions involved in 

(FASLU and upon 

- the Lebanese influential 

of the 

- being  planned the the of the 

and  specially the on the of the utilization of 

(1995). in Lebanon, of the 
the Lebanese Lebanon;  Lebanese 

National 
Lebanon. ( in 
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